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Safety in Mundanity 
by Claire Thompson 

One image always pinned to my eyes is the smoke of that summer. Not really an 

image then, at least not a clear one. Just grey. A city encased in smoke. Like bees, we 

were made drowsy by it. Stumbling down pathways, throats stinging with ash. Wake 

up and open a window to let in the breeze, after a few moments of trying to fall back 

asleep, the smoke would snake its way into your nostrils. Two pieces of barbed wire 

tied around your lungs.  

An endless summer, but not in the romantic sense. September it started, 

with the first fires. The heat crept closer to us from then, a cat stealthy along a fence. 

It was so dry. Hang the washing and feet crunch against grass like cornflakes. 

Sunlight reflected off white sheets forced squinting. A summer of squinting. Of 

overcast skies, which were not overcast from rainclouds but smoke clouds. Began to 

forget what a blue sky looked like. Scrolled back through Instagram to be reminded 

of those bright, swimming-pool sky days when there was not a crumb of white, for 

miles stretched blue upon blue upon blue, until sky met ocean, as blue.  

Always, you don’t realise what you take for granted until it is gone. Blue skies  

and easy breathing. A journey outside not resulting in a held breath. We were a 

nation holding our breath. Waiting for quenching rain. Rain to soak the earth, give 

life to the dry-dying trees, fill our dams again. Rain to fill reservoirs so water 

restrictions could be erased. So neighbours could stop eyeing each other’s lawns 

over the fence, wondering how that one lawn remained a forest covering, not a 

desert land. 

Until your sense of security is gone, it’s difficult to describe what security is. 

Until you are checking the forecast and the fires near me app every day, until you 

are making a list in your head of the things you wouldn’t want to lose to a fire, until 

you’re praying for rain like your life depends on it, because it does. Until then, you 
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don’t value security. There is safety in mundanity. In a stable job and your family 

members healthy and not seeing images of skeleton houses on the nightly news.  

A summer of anxiety. Because it was something we could not fix. The 

bushfires were an epidemic with no manmade cure. Only rain. 

 

 


